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I wrote Mysteries of the Horizon in 2012 for the extraordinary Belgian virtuoso 
cornet-player Harmen Vanhoorne and Brass Band Buizingen under their conductor 
Luc Vertommen. I rewrote the concerto for wind orchestra in 2015 at the request 
of the American conductor Matthew J. George for Harmen to perform with the 
University of St Thomas Wind Ensemble. 

Mysteries of the Horizon can be performed on either the cornet or the trumpet, 
and in this recording Harmen has chosen to play it on the cornet. The modern 
cornet has both the punch of the trumpet and a lyrical quality which I believe brings 
something extra to the musical palate of the performer.

I have always admired the Belgian surrealist artist René Magritte (1898–1967), 
and his works seemed a natural choice of subject for the commission. I had visited 
the Brussels Magritte Museum many times, and I loved the way that themes and 
gestures flow freely throughout his work, from bowler hats and bowler-hatted men, 
to umbrellas, pipes and doves. 

Mysteries of the Horizon is unusual in having four movements, not the standard 
three of most classical concertos. The work is not programmatic, but each movement 
bears the title of and is based on a single painting. I have aimed to colour each 
movement with an atmosphere that reflects the particular Magritte painting captured 
and, as in the Magritte works themselves, themes and gestures flow between the 
different movements. 

The first movement, ‘The Menaced Assassin’ 1 , is the most aggressive of the 
four. The painting depicts the corpse of a naked woman with a man’s head, lying on a 
chaise-longue type of bed in a sparsely decorated room. In the room is a man, who is 
assumed to be the murderer, listening to a wind-up gramophone. The assassin does 
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not realise that hiding behind the door, apparently lying in wait for him, are two men 
wearing bowler hats and dressed in black, one carrying a club and the other a large net. 
There are also three male observers looking in on the scene through a window, with 
mountains in the distance. The picture makes voyeurs of its viewers: we are unable to 
avert our gaze from this burlesque scene of horror and discord. 

The second movement, ‘The Dominion of Light’ 2 , changes the atmosphere: it is 
short, rhythmic and energetic, and the solo instrument is mainly muted, apart from a 
few bars near the end. It takes its inspiration from the Magritte painting of a house in 
darkness with a single illuminated street lamp outside, while in contrast the sky above is 
in daylight – a theme that Magritte painted 27 times. 

‘The Flavour of Tears’ 3  is the emotional heart of my concerto. The image is of a 
tobacco leaf in the shape of a bird, a ‘birdleaf ’ with a solitary caterpillar eating away at it. 
The sky in the background is dark and foreboding. This painting is Magritte’s response 
to the occupation of Belgium during the Second World War – a bird of peace, the 
disintegration of which prompts the viewer to shed tears of sadness. For what it’s worth, 
this is my favourite movement of the concerto and I tailor-made the work for Harmen’s 
exceptional tone-quality and lyrical style of playing. 

The final movement, ‘The Discovery 
of Fire’ 4 , is a tour de force of ‘fire and 
vim’ for the soloist. Magritte’s painting 
is of a tuba that has burst into flames 
against a darkened background. What is 
ambiguous about this painting is that a 
tuba is made of metal and cannot catch 
fire. Perhaps it refers to the fact that 
sometimes a musician might be said to 
be ‘on fire’ in a concert, playing at his or 
her very best. 

Harmen Vanhoorne, Reed Thomas and the MTSU Wind Ensemble 
at the recording sessions of Mysteries of the Horizon
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A Richer Dust was commissioned by Dr Reed Thomas and the Middle Tennessee 
State University (MTSU) Wind Ensemble. It was premiered on 14 April 2015 by Reed 
Thomas (conductor), H. Stephen Smith (speaker) and the MTSU Wind Ensemble 
in the T. Earl Hinton Music Hall, Wright Music Building, Murfreesboro, Tennessee. 
Using music and words (the texts assembled by the Danish writer Malene Sheppard 
Skærved), A Richer Dust explores what it means to live with violence and extremism, 
the constant companions of human history. The intertwined text and music, ideas 
and images, weave together voices ranging from those of historically significant 
figures through to the voiceless, ordinary people living in extraordinary times.

I. The Writer’s Perspective
by Malene Sheppard Skærved

One day in June 2014, Nigel Clarke asked me to write words for A Richer Dust.  
‘I am thinking … something about terrorism. Perhaps something about the innocents 
who are killed,’ he said. I thought he was kidding (I hoped that he was kidding), and 
so initially I ignored the request. Who wants to write about war and terrorism? It’s a 
quagmire, a minefield. But Nigel kept talking. In fact, he talked ‘at’ me for a month: 
‘I don’t want a story or an opinion, I want words. It’s going to be an hour long’.

Gradually, things clarified. Nigel wanted four movements: 1. A Warning, 2. Facts, 
3. ‘Something’ for a third movement, and 4. A summation. As we talked, the idea 
moved and started to embrace not only terrorism but the horrors of war, violence, 
death, and their antitheses, creation, love and life. 

I started to collect thoughts, quotations and opinions from people from the past 
and present, friends, historical figures, journalists and ordinary voices. My list grew; 

SYMPHONY NO. 1, A RICHER DUST, FOR SPEAKER 
AND WIND ORCHESTRA: THREE VIEWS
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the fighters, the fought, the conquerors, the victims, the important and the insignificant. 
Fundamental questions surfaced: Why do we fight? Why do we hate? Why do we kill 
and torture? When do we stop? When do we love and laugh? 

The topic was a challenge, not least because it seemed that the last thing anyone ever 
wanted was a war. Nonetheless, humans seem to keep disagreeing, fighting, hurting one 
another, and somehow find themselves starting new conflicts (or reviving old ones), 
pausing briefly only when they run out of money. How can we call ourselves civilised 
and yet still do what we do to one another? Is anyone innocent?

This was an explosive topic; we knew that we were walking on eggshells. Everyone 
has an opinion about war, and particularly about which wars are ‘just’ and which are not. 
Having always lived as a foreigner in several countries, I have read about our war heroes 
from many perspectives. Everything is a matter of opinion, and depends where you are 
standing. It seems obvious, but victor and defeated feel very differently about every war, 
even the ‘just’ ones. Nigel had been in the army; he still knew many people who served. 
We could not stay neutral and, inevitably, we would offend some people, even before 
they had heard what we might have to say.

My resulting poem was all quotation. I let others ask and answer the questions; let 
them talk to one another, judge, disagree, reconcile. I let the voices of the poem ask the 
three fundamental questions that continually surfaced in our conversations: Why do we 
do it? Are we justified? And will it ever end?

We weren’t sure ourselves. Some days we were optimistic, some days not. So I ended 
the poem with hope, while Nigel ended the music with despair, almost literally exploding 
my text at the end of his piece. Any answer is temporary, provisional.
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so initially I ignored the request. Who wants to write about war and terrorism? It’s a 
quagmire, a minefield. But Nigel kept talking. In fact, he talked ‘at’ me for a month: 
‘I don’t want a story or an opinion, I want words. It’s going to be an hour long’.

Gradually, things clarified. Nigel wanted four movements: 1. A Warning, 2. Facts, 
3. ‘Something’ for a third movement, and 4. A summation. As we talked, the idea 
moved and started to embrace not only terrorism but the horrors of war, violence, 
death, and their antitheses, creation, love and life. 

I started to collect thoughts, quotations and opinions from people from the past 
and present, friends, historical figures, journalists and ordinary voices. My list grew; 

Back in 2010 Reed Thomas invited me to be a guest composer at Middle Tennessee 
State University in Murfreesboro, Tennessee. Between rehearsals working with his 

II. The Composer’s Perspective
by Nigel Clarke
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talented musicians, Reed suggested that I should write him a new work for his premier 
Wind Ensemble at MTSU for their next season of concerts. Though interested, I said  
I would like to get to know the group and understand their musical approach more. Reed 
suggested that the first step could be for his group to make a number of professional 
recordings: that would be an excellent way of really getting to know the strengths of 
the players and finding out what they look for in music. This project led to three USA 
premieres: Earthrise, Their Finest Hour and Heritage Suite, all recorded on the Naxos 
label.1 During the preparation of this recording I attended many rehearsals and co-
produced my pieces on the disc. In this same period, Reed returned to the subject of my 
writing an original work for his orchestra. The first seeds were sown during one of our 
car journeys together. Reed told a story about an act of arson that had been committed 
against a mosque in the USA; his reaction was to say ‘Who are the terrorists now?’ 
This conversation sparked an idea to produce a work about the troubled times that we 
live in, which would aim to show that war, terrorism, revenge, violence and bigotry 
have occurred and recurred throughout the history of mankind. Needless to say, Reed’s 
remark about the mosque features in the text accompanying the piece.

At first we had thought about doing a staged theatrical drama with actors and audience 
participation, but for various reasons it could not go ahead at that time – although it’s an 
idea that may be developed again in the future. The work did result in my Symphony 
No. 1 for speaker and wind orchestra, entitled A Richer Dust. For me the work, which 
is approximately 50 minutes long, is deeply personal and relevant because it deals with 
subjects that I feel strongly about and touches the lives of all of us every day. It represented 
a double collaboration for me: not only with Reed but also with Malene Sheppard Skærved.

Malene and I had many conversations around summer 2014. We had already 
enjoyed a fruitful collaboration on a piece for words and string orchestra,2 and so it 
seemed natural to find another joint project. An important component in the success 
of our collaboration was trust. For example, I had asked Malene to write a text that 
could be structured into four movements. The amount of text was crucial: too little or 
1  On Naxos 8.573184, with music by Jesus Santandreu and Kit Turnbull, released in February 2014.
2  Dogger, Fisher, German Bight, Humber, Thames, Dover, Wight, recorded on Toccata Classics tocc 0325, released in October 2015.

too much could kill the work stone dead. Malene said that she would not show me any 
sketches, but that I would see the whole text when finished. It involved a leap of faith, as 
I had only limited time and had to decide quickly on how to approach the music. What 
she sent me in the end was inspirational and showed deep understanding of how I might 
use her words. 

I treated the text in the same way as I have worked with dialogue in film scores in the 
past: the music can reflect the mood of the words, it can forewarn about what is about to 
be said, it can be at odds with the speaker or it can simply create a backcloth or, in film-
scoring terms, be an underscore to the dialogue. At some points, the orchestra chants 
Malene’s words in a modern, rap style. In other places the sound of the words is used as an 
instrumental texture, and in yet others they add dramatic effect. How a word sounds when 
spoken is important, and I have instructed the speaker about how to pronounce certain 
words, just as I would add accents, dynamics and expression markings to musical notes. 

During the writing, many ideas started to emerge about how to bring further drama 
to the work. I bid for and purchased the 1916 trench whistle of a First World War British 
officer, which is blown by the speaker several times during the brutal climax of the music. 
A century ago this antique whistle may have heralded the death or wounding of soldiers 
going ‘over the top’, and it adds a poignant connection between the present and the past. 

The title for the symphony came to me after a visit to the National Portrait Gallery 
in London for ‘The Great War in Portraits’, a 2014 exhibition commemorating the First 
World War. One item on display was a postcard-sized photograph that had caused 
controversy in its day, since there was no human form on it. The photograph depicted a 
field in no man’s land between the trenches in France, a pulverised landscape in which 
no living tree or plant was left standing. I was already aware of the Rupert Brooks poem 
‘The Soldier’, in which there is a line: ‘In that rich earth a richer dust concealed’. The 
poem and the photograph together inspired me to name this work A Richer Dust.

The first movement, ‘Still We Drudge in this Dark Maze’ 5 , begins in a hymn-like 
mood, before giving way to a foreboding atmosphere – a backdrop for the first entrance 
of the narrator. After serving as coloration and counterpoint for the text, the music 
comes back to the fore, with a menacing cortege, a ‘dead march’. 
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‘Living Picture of the Dead’ 6  is mostly in a slow tempo, and in darkly sardonic 
mood, as the narrator intones terrifying statistics of human cruelty and folly. The final 
sound-picture, a bleak setting for the text concerning atrocities, leaves no doubt of 
where responsibility lies for these tragedies. 

The third movement, ‘Other Flowers Rise’ 7 , is predominantly fast; in a classical 
symphony, it would be the ‘scherzo’ movement. But there is no lightness here: the 
aggression of the music frames questions of extremism, and its responsibility for conflict. 
The orchestra moves to a speaking role, almost rapping a catalogue of extremists of all 
ilks, past and present. 

The finale, ‘The Larks, Still Bravely Singing’ 8 , reintroduces material from the 
first movement – the hymn-like opening is now overlaid by an optimistic narration 
concerning human beauty and values. But at this point, the ‘dead march’ returns, and 
breaks the optimistic message of the text, so that it shatters. What is left is a picture of 
the futility of trench warfare from the beginning of the twentieth century. A Richer Dust 
ends in contemplation; all hope abandoned, it would seem. 

For me an important aim of this project was to add a work which deals with the 
subject of man’s destructive capacity – as Britten’s War Requiem does – to the repertoire 
of brass, wind and percussion. In fact, the orchestration includes not only more than two 
double-basses but also cellos – an instrumentation I have not used before. A Richer Dust 
also marks the culmination of my association as Visiting Composer to Bands at MTSU 
and my fruitful collaboration, since 2011, with Reed Thomas.

Skærved, Professor H. Stephen Smith (MTSU Voice Faculty), the members of the MTSU 
Wind Ensemble and myself has resulted in such a work of art. From the initial request, 
Nigel had explained that he wanted to write something ‘special’ – not simply another 
commission. Although I was flattered, 
I did not fully realise at the time how 
important this statement was and is.

It has taken over five years for the 
idea to germinate and blossom fully, 
and the amount of input from everyone 
involved has been tremendous. The 
collaborative work exhibited by 
Malene and Nigel was paramount, 
but the inspiration Stephen Smith 
brought to the narration and the 
professionalism of the musicians must 
also be recognised. As an example, we 
decided to wear blood-red carnations 
on our concert black and scatter 
dozens of flowers along the stage 
front as a visual representation of the 
concert poster that had been created 
for this premiere (the work of another 
collaborator, Rufus Walsh), which was 
black and white with a red carnation 
in the centre. During the intermission 
(just before the premiere) a student 
musician suggested that all of the 
players discreetly remove their flowers 
and let them fall to the floor, which 
ended up being a memorable effect at 

III. The Conductor’s Perspective
by Reed Thomas

Throughout my tenure at MTSU, I have commissioned well over 40 works, either 
directly or as part of a consortium. As one might expect, the quality of these pieces 
varies, although it is always the hope that terrific masterpieces can come out of 
this process. I believe this collaboration between Nigel Clarke, Malene Sheppard 
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the end of the work. Another element of collaboration is in the instrumentation. The 
piece calls for several ‘hammer blows’, which are created using a ‘Mahler box’, as for the 
hammer blows in the finale of Mahler’s Sixth Symphony. One had to be constructed, 
and so I took it upon myself to research and build one, and the effectiveness of this new 
instrument was very powerful. 

My collaborative efforts with this project varied from ideas for content in the very 
early stages, via crafting the Mahler box, to interpretative decisions up to and during 
the concert. Nigel and I would talk often via Skype, and we were lucky enough to have 
both him and Malene on campus for a week, giving us input and receiving feedback 
during the rehearsal process. A final note of collaboration was during the recording 
process. The engineers made themselves available for several rehearsals, taking notes on 
how best to capture the piece, since it presented several large issues: how to balance the 
narrator with the ensemble, how best to use the power of the hammer blows without 
compromising the delicate woodwind lines and how to get this massive work down in 
the available time-frame – all took considerable collaborative efforts. 

The end-result of all these people collaborating, with their individual talents, of 
everyone feeling as if they were a part of the process regardless of when they entered it, 
was a magical event. I believe Nigel said it best when he wrote about the ‘interaction of 
ideas that happens when you get excited about stuff with others. Something unexpected 
always emerges, and the end-result is usually better than you could have ever imagined 
on your own’.1

1  ‘The Collaborative Composer’, WASBE World, Vol. 7, No. 2, June 2014, p. 19.
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Nigel Clarke studied composition at the Royal Academy 
of Music with Paul Patterson, winning the Josiah Parker 
Prize (adjudicated by Sir Michael Tippett) and the highest 
distinction of the Academy, the Queen’s Commendation for 
Excellence. He gained his Doctor of Musical Arts from the 
University of Salford. Nigel has previously held positions as 
Young Composer in Residence at the Hong Kong Academy 
for Performing Arts, Composition and Contemporary 
Music Tutor at the Royal Academy of Music, London, 
Head of Composition at the London College of Music 
and Media, visiting tutor at the Royal Northern College 
of Music, Associate Composer to the Black Dyke Band, Associate Composer to the Band 
of HM Grenadier Guards and Associate Composer to the Royal Military School of Music, 
Associate Composer to Brass Band Buizingen (in Belgium) and Composer in Residence to the 
Marinierskapel der Koninklijke Marine (Marine Band of the Royal Netherlands Navy). In 1997 
Nigel joined the United States International Visitor Leadership Program sponsored by the US 
Information Agency. He is currently Composer to Middle Tennessee State University Bands 
and International Composer in Association to the world-famous Grimethorpe Collery Band 
in the UK. 

Malene Sheppard Skærved has a long history of 
collaborating with composers. Her poem ‘Keep Going’, set 
to music by the Australian-born British composer Sadie 
Harrison, was premiered at the National Gallery in 2015 
and they are working on an opera, The Kind, the Beautiful 
and the Wise. Before A Richer Dust, Sheppard Skærved and 
Nigel Clarke created Dogger, Fisher, German, Bight, Humber, 
Thames, Dover, Wight, which was commissioned by Dover 
Arts Development (DAD) through an ACE residency grant 
in Dover in 2012–13 and recorded for Toccata Classics. They 
are working on an operetta, Christina’s World, which will 
have its first performance at the University of St Thomas in Saint Paul, Minnesota, in 2017. Sheppard 
Skaerved’s creation of a personal mythology is deeply rooted in people’s use of storytelling to 
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facilitate travel, crafts, religion and the day-to-day. Sheppard Skærved is Associate Lecturer in 
Creative Writing at Goldsmith’s College, University of London, and has written biographies of 
Marlene Dietrich and Hans Christian Andersen. She recently directed, produced and edited a 
documentary for and about Wilton’s Music Hall, the oldest music hall in the world, near the Tower 
in London.

Harmen Vanhoorne is an international cornet soloist from 
Belgium who has performed all over the world. He is known in 
the profession as an innovator for his instrument, commissioning 
composers from his own country and abroad on a regular basis, 
expanding the repertoire and furthering the profile of the cornet. 
In this context Harmen is one of a select number of musicians 
endorsed by the famous instrument manufacturer Besson and is 
actively involved in the development of the modern cornet.

He first gained fame in 2007 when he joined the Royal Wind 
Band of the Belgian Guides as cornet soloist. Since then, his list 
of achievements has included awards in major solo competitions 
as well as soloist prizes in international contests. In 2011 Harmen was granted the title of 
International Soloist of the Year after winning both the famous British Open Solo Competition 
(in the UK) and the Ern Keller Memorial Trophy (in Australia). 

Harmen studied at the renowned Lemmensinstituut in Leuven, where he concluded his 
studies with the highest distinction for his postgraduate Master’s degree. 

After completing a B.A. in Political Science from Davidson College 
in his home state of North Carolina, H. Stephen Smith studied voice 
at the Eastman School of Music in Rochester, New York, completing 
a Bachelor of Music degree in Vocal Performance and Literature 
before continuing at Eastman, eventually receiving a Master of 
Music degree and a Performer’s Certificate in Opera. In 1989–98, he 
was resident in Stockholm, during which time he studied privately 
with Nicolai Gedda.

He made his debut as a tenor with the Pittsburgh Opera Theater, 
singing the role of Pinkerton in Puccini’s Madama Butterfly. Over 
the past several years he has performed numerous leading tenor 
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roles with opera houses in Scandinavia, as well as in Britain, Poland, Portugal and Switzerland, 
and has taken part in a number of recordings. He has sung alongside such artists as June 
Anderson, Katarina Dalayman, Renée Fleming, Hillevi Martinpelto, Tom Krause and Elisabeth 
Söderstrom. 

He joined the music faculty at Middle Tennessee State University in August 1998, where he 
serves as Professor of Voice.
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and South Korea. Further information can be found by visiting the MTSU band website at  
www.mtsubands.com.

Graduates of the MTSU Wind Ensemble have pursued graduate degrees at major 
universities throughout the USA, have held positions in symphony orchestras and several of 
the main military bands, and have become conductors, teachers and performers in public and 
private schools and colleges throughout the world.
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Texts
Words, thoughts, ideas, images and inspiration liberally borrowed and quoted from: Amnesty 
International, Elizabeth Wayland Barber, Dominique P. Béhague, Jennifer Bendery, Thomas 
Bendixen, Laurence Binyon, Henri Lucien Chaffer, Dover Arts Development, Rupert Brook, 
Edmund Blunden, Jens Breivik, Randolph Bourne, Charles Chaplin, Diana Shaw Clark, 
Kenneth Clarke, Nigel Clarke, Dwight D. Eisenhower, Eleanor Farjeon, Robert Fisk, Colin 
Gill, Louis John Ginnett, Nancy Goldstone, Francisco Goya, Sadie Harrison, Holmens Kirke–
Copenhagen, A. E. Housman, Imperial War Museum–London, Jon Henley, Edvard Henley-
Read, Jonathan Jones, John F. Kennedy, John Macrae, Adrienne Mayor, Moms Demand 
Action for Gun Sense in America, Eve Merriam, Middle Tennessee State University, Suzanne 
Moore, Paul Moorhouse, John Nash, National Rifle Association, C. R. W. Nevison, Sir Henry 
Newbolt, Vasa Museum–Stockholm, President Barack Obama, William Orphan, George 
Orwell, Blaise Pascal, Sylvia Pankhurst, Pablo Picasso, Randeep Ramesh, Publius Flavius 
Vegetius Renatus, Malene Sheppard Skærved, Marius Sheppard Skærved, Peter Sheppard 
Skærved, John Singer Sargent, Morten Skærved, Mattias Skærved, Paul Verner Skærved, Ulla 
Skærved, Elly Strange Petersen, Reed Thomas, Lady Butler/Elizabeth Southerden Thompson, 
Henry Tonks, War Registers’ International, Louise Vale, Louis Weirter, Benjamin West, Jon 
Wiant, amongst many more; © Malene Sheppard Skærved and Nigel Clarke, 2015

5  I. Still We Drudge in this Dark Maze
hear me –

ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, three, two, one…
maimed civilians 
killed, murdered 

unknown numbers 
soldiers missing too

horror   terror   violence   war
if only it was someone else’s son…

mother screams

listen to me
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5  I. Still We Drudge in this Dark Maze
hear me –

ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, three, two, one…
maimed civilians 
killed, murdered 

unknown numbers 
soldiers missing too

horror   terror   violence   war
if only it was someone else’s son…

mother screams

listen to me

war is the health of the state

dirtied   bloodied   stinking
prepare war for peace

who do we believe?
who do we choose to follow?
what do we believe?

prepare for peace, avoid war

we tortured some folks

justify   validate   execute
third world starves   second world fights   first world feasts

do future threats justify violence?

hit   hurt   hunt 
are we ever justified?

no one listens

thousands of memorials to the dead of the past
honourable wars, soldiers

pride? propaganda? truth? memory?

one memorial to the dead in the future
atrocities, destruction, massacre

air raids – who dies – died?

shaming those who refuse
deserted, executed pacifist

– it was his third tour 
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world without war – dream ridiculed
ignored, irrelevant civilians

or just poor and peaceful

losing side – blamed, punished
out-witted, out-betted, conquered

– they should have known better
losers at fault

I hate war 
you love war? 
I love my country 
that’s not the same 
how do you know – for sure

maimed   wounded   crippled   mangled
only sit at my table if I knew your grandfather 

casualties   fatalities
I have earned the right to my opinion

Civil War, Great War, World War, 
Hundred Years War, Thirty Years War, War of the Triple Alliance,

War on Terror, Overseas Contingency Operation

there is never one point of view 
one interest 
one consequence

money   love   power   money
started and finished in an instance 

pointless, never-ending, pause for peace
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there is never one point of view 
one interest 
one consequence

money   love   power   money
started and finished in an instance 

pointless, never-ending, pause for peace

for God, king and country

they shall not grow old –

dead   deadly   done
– we are of our time

 out of time

6   II. Living Picture of the Dead
they   them   themselves   theirs

what images do you remember?
what images do they want you to remember?
forever

– they came in the middle of the night 
– they bombed my house 

– they left me behind to die 
– they started it 
– it is their fault

strings for indoors – violin, harp – singing, dancing, flirting
winds for outdoors – trumpets, drums – hunting, fighting, marching

thou shalt not kill
thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself 

war
destruction, profits
hidden artefacts, uncovered, past, present, future

Boston Marathon
3 dead
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shaking hand
fear, anxiety
excitement, love

World War One
estimated 17 million dead

white feather
coward
angel

7/7
52 dead

red rose, white rose
red poppy, white poppy

World War Two
50–70 million people dead

father carries his son
wounded
game, love

Hiroshima Nagasaki
129,000–246,000 dead

shovel
weapon, tool
death, life

Luxor, Egypt – massacre
62 dead – tourists targeted

fight
war, not at all
playground sport

Iraq
half a million war-related deaths

4,486 dead service men and women
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shaking hand
fear, anxiety
excitement, love

World War One
estimated 17 million dead

white feather
coward
angel

7/7
52 dead

red rose, white rose
red poppy, white poppy

World War Two
50–70 million people dead

father carries his son
wounded
game, love

Hiroshima Nagasaki
129,000–246,000 dead

shovel
weapon, tool
death, life

Luxor, Egypt – massacre
62 dead – tourists targeted

fight
war, not at all
playground sport

Iraq
half a million war-related deaths

4,486 dead service men and women

women don’t fight wars
bare-breasted, shield-maiden, myth denied,
a peaceful world if run by women

Tokyo Firebombing
125,000 dead

castle
protectors of common people
protected from common people

Syria
Estimated 200,000 dead and counting

church
comfort, knowledge, 
obligation, hypnotic rhythms, shapes

9/11
22,996 dead

army
honourable protectors – 
uniforms marching, obeying in time 

Oslo, Norway
77 youths (communists?) dead

twisted metal
jewellery
building torn apart

– are people killed in war or do they die?

the battle of Waterloo was won on the playing-fields of Eton;
the opening battles of all subsequent wars have been lost there

child’s body in the street
road accidents

1,240,000 killed – worldwide annually
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man hangs dead on barbed wire
american guns

yearly 31,000 killed, 19,000 are suicides
woman raped in front of officials

hunger
kills 25,000 a day

soldier pours burning wax on woman
rape

250,000 cases reported in 65 countries annually
man beaten by police

smoking, alcohol, drugs
kills – impossible to count

pandora’s box of death, disease, evil, torture, released

– how do we warn the next generations
 – a thousand years in the future?

tub-flies, maggots, impaled, brazen bull, 
heretic fork-head held high, cement shoes, 
judas cradle, brown rats, tongue tearer, 
rack, eaten by crows, thumbscrew, breast 
ripper, bleeding, submission, crocodile 
shears, republican marriage for nuns and 
monks, breaking wheel, spanish donkey/
wooden horse, guillotine, prison of terror, 
crucifixion, rope, rape, roasting, water 
boarding 

– kind one day, evil the next
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– kind one day, evil the next

false confessions, cheap, on-going 
– damage, permanent – 
on the pain of death

…this world in arms spends the hopes of its children
I dream of a child who asks: ‘what was war, weapons, violence?’

– a multi-billion dollar industry
we’ve lost empathy

I   me   myself   mine
7  III. Other Flowers Rise

Arabic, African, American, Asian, Inuit, European, Extremist
Christian, Jewish, Hindu, Muslim, Buddhist, Atheist, Anarchist, Extremist
Racist, Anti-Semitic, Pro-terrorist, Sexist, Extremist
Fascist, Communist, Socialist, Conservative, Traditionalist, Extremist
Man, Woman, Child, Soldier, Politician, Civilian, Extremist
Bully, Master, King, Queen, Emperor, Empress, President, Pope, God, Extremist
Slave, Illegal, Hybrid, Common, Nobody, Somebody, Anybody, Extremist 
Freedom fighter, Protector, Liberator, Peace keeper, Saviour, Extremist
Soldier, Warrior, Raider, Crusader, Invader, Attacker, Extremist
Victim, Maimed, Wounded, Missing, Dead, Extremist
Rich, Poor, Gunslinger, Mass-Murderer, Pacifist, Populist, Extremist
Unknown, Known, Anonymous, Innocent, Guilty, Extremist
Vain, Lustful, Gluttonous, Greedy, Idle, Angry, Envious, Proud, Extremist
Virtuous, Bored, Billionaire, Employed, Enlightened, Privileged, Mediocre, Extremist
Eco-terrorist, Corporate-terrorist, Religious-terrorist, Cultural-terrorist, Extremist
Hero, Heroine, Victor, Winner, Favourite, Ideal, White Knight, Extremist
Radical, Fanatic, Devoted, Revolutionist, Extremist
Coward, Sissy, Chicken, Mouse, Scaredy-Cat, Weakling, Extremist
Reasonable, Sensible, Restrained, Temperate, Practical, Realistic, Liberal, Moderate
Moderate Extremist – Extremist Moderate
Does one need to love? Don’t ask, feel it.
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8  IV. The Larks, Still Bravely Singing

I believe that order is better than chaos,
creation is better than destruction.

I prefer gentleness to violence, 
forgiveness to vendetta, 
knowledge to ignorance.

I believe in courtesy1 

candles in the dark of winter
kiss under a full moon
kicking up dead leaves
whirlwind
masterpiece
cups of tea
quiet sunset
my child’s first giggle 
warm wind touching a tanned cheek
memories
miracles
happy exhaustion
nightingale singing at midnight
fresh sheets
smile from a stranger
joy of expectation

small delights make us human

We all breathe the same air. We all cherish our children’s future.
And we are all mortal.

in that rich earth a richer dust

who are the terrorists now? 

1 Kenneth Clark, Civilisation: A Personal View, John Murray/BBC, London, 1969/2005, p. 245.
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